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Abstract

We propose to automatically create capsule wardrobes. Given an inventory of candidate garments and accessories, the algorithm must assemble a minimal set of items that provides maximal mix-and-match outfits. We pose the task as a subset selection problem. To permit efficient subset selection over the space of all outfit combinations, we develop submodular objective functions capturing the key ingredients of visual compatibility, versatility, and user-specific preference. Since adding garments to a capsule only expands its possible outfits, we devise an iterative approach to allow near-optimal submodular function maximization. Finally, we present an unsupervised approach to learn visual compatibility from “in the wild” full body outfit photos; the compatibility metric translates well to cleaner catalog photos and improves over existing methods. Our results on thousands of pieces from popular fashion websites show that automatic capsule creation has potential to mimic skilled fashionistas in assembling flexible wardrobes, while being significantly more scalable.

1. Introduction

The fashion domain is a magnet for computer vision. New vision problems are emerging in step with the fashion industry’s rapid evolution towards an online, social, and personalized business. Style models [22, 38, 34, 17, 27], trend forecasting [1], interactive search [44, 24], and recommendation [41, 18, 31] all require visual understanding with rich detail and subtlety. Research in this area is poised to have great influence on what people buy, how they shop, and how the fashion industry analyzes its enterprise.

A capsule wardrobe is a set of garments that can be assembled into many visually compatible outfits (see Fig. 1). Capsules are currently the purview of fashion experts, magazine editors, and bloggers. A capsule creator manually analyzes an inventory to puzzle together a relatively small set of clothing items and accessories that mix and match well. A curated capsule can help consumers get the best value for their dollars (“do more with less”), help vendors pose appealing wardrobes from their catalogs, and help a subscription service (e.g., StitchFix, LeTote) ship a targeted box that amplifies a customer’s wardrobe.

We propose to automate capsule wardrobe generation. There are two key technical challenges. First, capsules hinge on having an accurate model of visual compatibility. Whereas visual similarity asks “what looks like this?”, and is fairly well understood [11, 32, 42, 30], compatibility instead asks “what complements this?” It requires capturing how multiple visual items interact, often according to subtle visual properties. Existing compatibility methods [41, 13, 45, 16, 31, 39] assume supervision via labels or co-purchase data, which limits scope and precision, as we will discuss in Sec. 3. Furthermore, they largely cater only to pairwise compatibility. The second challenge is that capsule generation is a complex combinatorial problem. Of all possible garments, we seek the subset that maximizes versatility and compatibility, and, critically, the addition of any one garment introduces multiple new outfit combinations.

We introduce an approach to automatically create capsule wardrobes that addresses both of these issues. We first cast capsule creation as a subset selection problem. We de-
fine an objective function characterizing a capsule based on its pieces’ mutual compatibility, the resulting outfits’ versatility, and (optionally) its faithfulness to a user’s preferred style. Then, we develop an efficient algorithm that maps a large inventory of candidate garments into the best capsule of the desired size. We design objectives that are submodular for the addition of new outfits, ensuring the “diminishing returns” property that facilitates near-optimal set selection \[36, 28\]. Then, since each garment added to a capsule expands the possible outfits, we further develop an iterative approach that exploits outfit submodularity to alternate between fixing and selecting each layer of clothing.

As a second main contribution, we introduce an unsupervised approach to learn visual compatibility from full-body images “in the wild”. We learn a generative model for outfit compositions from unlabeled images that can score \(k\)-way compatibility. Because it is built on predicted attributes, our model can translate compatibility learned from the “in the wild” photos to cleaner catalog photos of individual items, where users need most guidance on mixing and matching.

We evaluate our approach on thousands of garments from Polyvore, popular social commerce websites for fashion. We compare our algorithm’s capsule creations to those manually defined by fashionistas, as well as subjective user studies. Furthermore, we show our underlying compatibility model offers advantages over some state of the art methods. Finally, we demonstrate the practical value of our algorithm, which in seconds finds near-optimal capsules for problem scales that are otherwise intractable.

2. Related Work

Attributes for fashion Attributes offer a natural representation for clothing, since they can describe relevant patterns (e.g., checked, paisley), colors (rose, teal), fit (loose), and cut (V-neck, flowing) \[4, 4, 43, 6, 23, 33\]. Topic models on attributes are indicative of styles \[20, 24, 17\]. Inspired by \[17\], we employ topic models. However, whereas \[17\] seeks a style-coherent image embedding, we use correlated topic models to score novel combinations of garments for their compatibility. Domain adaptation \[6, 19\] and multitask curriculum learning \[9\] are valuable to overcome the gap between street and shop photos. We devise a simple curriculum learning approach to train attributes effectively in our setting. None of the above methods explore visual compatibility or capsule wardrobes.

Style and fashionability Beyond recognition tasks, fashion also demands answering: How do we represent style? What makes an outfit fashionable? The style of an outfit is typically learned in a supervised manner. Leveraging style-labeled data like HipsterWars \[22\] or DeepFashion \[33\], classifiers built on body keypoints \[22\], weak meta-data \[38\], or contextual embeddings \[27\] show promise. Fashionability refers specifically to a style’s popularity. It can also be learned from supervised data, e.g., online data for user “likes” \[29, 37\]. Unsupervised style discovery methods instead mine unlabeled photos to detect common themes in people’s outfits, with topic models \[17\], non-negative matrix factorization \[1\], or clustering \[34\]. We also leverage unlabeled images to discover “what people wear”; however, our goal is to infer visual compatibility for unseen garments, rather than trend analysis \[1, 33\] or image retrieval \[17\] on a fixed corpus.

Compatibility and recommendation Substantial prior work explores ways to link images containing the same or very similar garment \[11, 32, 42, 21, 30\]. In contrast, compatibility requires judging how well-coordinated or complementary a given set of garments is. Compatibility can be posed as a metric learning problem \[41, 35, 16\], addressable with Siamese embeddings \[41\] or link prediction \[35\]. Text data can aid compatibility \[29, 39, 14\]. As an alternative to metric learning, a recurrent neural network models outfit composition as a sequential process that adds one garment at a time, implicitly learning compatibility via the transition function \[14\]. Compatibility has applications in recommendation \[31, 18\], but prior work recommends a garment at a time, as opposed to constructing a wardrobe.

To our knowledge, all prior work requires labeled data to learn compatibility, whether from human annotators curating matches \[14, 18\], co-purchase data \[41, 35, 16\], or implicit crowd labels \[29\]. In contrast, we propose an unsupervised approach, which has the advantages of scalability, privacy, and continually refreshable models as fashion evolves, and also avoids awkwardly generating “negative” training pairs (see Sec. 5). Most importantly, our work is the first to develop an algorithm for generating capsule wardrobes. Capsules require going beyond pairwise compatibility to represent \(k\)-way interactions and versatility, and they present a challenging combinatorial problem.

Subset selection We pose capsule wardrobe generation as a subset selection problem. Probabilistic determinantal point processes (DPP) can identify the subset of items that maximize individual item “quality” while also maximizing total “diversity” of the set \[25\], and have been applied for document and video summarization \[25, 12\]. Alternatively, submodular function maximization exploits “diminishing returns” to select an optimal subset subject to a budget \[36\]. For submodular objectives, an efficient greedy selection criterion is near optimal \[36\], e.g., as exploited for sensor placement \[13\] and outbreak detection \[28\]. We show how to adapt such solutions to permit accurate and efficient selection for capsule wardrobes; furthermore, we develop an iterative EM-like algorithm to enable non-submodular objectives for mix-and-match outfits.
3. Approach

We first formally define the capsule wardrobe problem and introduce our approach (Sec. 3.1). Then in Sec. 3.2 we present our unsupervised approach to learn compatibility and personalized styles, two key ingredients in capsule wardrobes. Finally, in Sec. 3.3 we overview our training procedure for cross-domain attribute recognition.

3.1. Subset selection for capsule wardrobes

A capsule wardrobe is a minimal set of garments that combine in versatile ways to create many compatible outfits (see Fig. 1). We cast capsule creation as the problem of selecting a subset from a large set of candidates that maximizes quality (compatibility) and diversity (versatility).

3.1.1 Problem formulation and objective

We formulate the subset selection problem as follows. Let $i = 0, \ldots, (m - 1)$ index the $m$ layers of clothing (e.g., outerwear, upper body, lower body, hosiery). Let $A_i = \{s_i^0, s_i^1, \ldots, s_i^{N_i - 1}\}$ denote the set of candidate garments/pieces in layer $i$, where $s_i^j, j = 0, \ldots, (N_i - 1)$ is the $j$-th piece in layer $i$, and $N_i$ is the number of candidate pieces for that layer. For example, the candidates could be the inventory of a given catalog. If an outfit is composed of one and only one piece from each layer, the candidate pieces in total could generate a set $Y$ of $N!$ possible outfits.

Objective To form a capsule wardrobe, we must select only $T$ pieces, $A_{iT} = \{s_{iT}^0, s_{iT}^1, \ldots, s_{iT}^T\} \subseteq A_i$ from each layer $i$. The set of outfits $y$ generated by these pieces consists of $A_{0T} \times A_{1T} \times \ldots \times A_{(m - 1)T}$. Our goal is to select the pieces $A_{iT} \forall i$ such that their composed set of outfits $y^*$ is maximally compatible and versatile. Fig. 2 visualizes this problem.

To this end, we define our objective as:

$$y^* = \arg\max_{y \subseteq Y} C(y) + V(y),$$

subject to $y = A_{0T} \times A_{1T} \times \ldots \times A_{(m - 1)T}$

where $C(y)$ and $V(y)$ denote the compatibility and versatility scores, respectively.

A naïve approach to find the optimal solution $y^*$ requires computation on $T^m$ outfits in a subset, multiplying by $\binom{N_i}{T}$ to search through all possible subsets. Since our candidate pool may consist of all merchandise in a shopping site, $N$ may be on the order of hundreds or thousands, so optimal solutions become intractable. Fortunately, our key insight is that as wardrobes expand, subsequent outfits add diminishing amounts of new styles/looks. This permits a submodular objective that allows us to obtain a near-optimal solution efficiently. In particular, greedily growing a set for subset selection is near-optimal if the objective function is submodular; the greedy algorithm is guaranteed to reach a solution achieving at least a constant fraction $1 - \frac{1}{e}$, or about 63%, of the optimal score [30].

Definition 3.1 Submodularity. A set function $F$ is submodular if, $\forall D \subseteq B \subseteq V$, $\forall s \in V \setminus B$, $F(D \cup \{s\}) - F(D) \geq F(B \cup \{s\}) - F(B)$.

Submodularity satisfies diminishing returns. Since it is closed under nonnegative linear combinations, if we design $C(y)$ and $V(y)$ to be submodular, our final objective will be submodular as well, as we show next.

We stress that items in a subset $y$ are outfits—not garments/pieces. The capsule is the Cartesian product of all garments selected per layer. Therefore, when greedily growing a set at time step $t$, an incremental addition of one garment $s_i^j$ from layer $i$ entails adding $s_i^j \times \prod_{l \neq i} A_{l(t-1)}$ new outfits. While ultimately the algorithm must add garments to the capsule, for the sake of optimization, it needs to reason about the set in terms of those garments’ combinational outfits. We address this challenge below.

Compatibility Suppose we have an algorithm that returns the compatibility estimate $c(o_j)$ of outfit $o_j$ (to be defined in Sec. 3.2). We define a set’s compatibility score as:

$$C(y) := \sum_{o_j \in y} c(o_j),$$

the sum of compatibility scores for all its outfits. $C(y)$ is modular, a special case of submodularity, since an additional outfit $o_j$ to any set $y$ will increase $C(y)$ by the same amount $c(o_j)$.

Versatility A good capsule wardrobe should offer a variety of looks, or styles, for different uses and occasions. We formalize versatility as a coverage function over all styles:

$$V(y) := \sum_{i=1}^{K} v_y(z_i),$$

where $v_y(z_i)$ measures the degree to which outfits in $y$ cover the $i$-th desired style $z_i$, and $K$ is the total number of distinct styles. Sec. 3.2 will define our model for styles $z_i$. To satisfy the diminishing returns property, we define $v_y(i)$ probabilistically:

$$v_y(z_i) := 1 - \prod_{o_j \in y} (1 - P(z_i|o_j)),$$
where \( P(z_i|o_j) \) denotes the probability of a style \( z_i \) given an outfit \( o_j \). We define a generative model for \( P(z_i|o_j) \) below. The idea is that each outfit “tries” to cover a style with probability \( P(z_i|o_j) \), and the style is covered by a capsule if at least one of the outfits in it successfully covers that style. Thus, as \( y \) expands, subsequent outfits add diminishing amounts of style coverage. A probabilistic expression for coverage is also used in [10] for blog posts.

We have thus far defined versatility in terms of uniform coverage over all \( K \) styles. However, each user has his/her own preferences, and a universally versatile capsule may contain pieces that do not meet one’s taste. Thus, as a personalized variant of our approach, we adjust each style’s proportion in the coverage function by a user’s style preference. This extends our capsules with personalized versatility:

\[
V'(y) := \sum_{i=1}^{K} w_i v'(y, z_i),
\]

where \( w_i \) denotes a personalized preference for each style \( i \). Sec. 3.2 explains how the personalization weights are discovered from user data.

### 3.1.2 Optimization

A key challenge of subset selection for capsule wardrobes is that our subsets are on outfits. With each garment addition, the subset of outfits \( y \) grows superlinearly, since every new garment can combine with all previous garments to form new outfits. Submodularity requires each addition to diminish a set function’s gain, but adding more garments yields more outfits, so the gain actually increases. Thus, while our objective is submodular for adding outfits, it is not submodular for adding individual garments. However, we can make the following claim:

**Claim 3.2** When fixing all other layers (i.e., upper, lower, outer) and selecting a subset of pieces one layer at a time, the probabilistic versatility coverage function in Eqn (3) is submodular, and the compatibility function in Eqn (2) is modular. See Supplementary File for proof.

Thus, given a single layer, our objective function is submodular for garments. By fixing all selected pieces in other layers, any additional garment will be combined with the same set of garments and form the same amount of new outfits. Thus subsets in a given layer no longer grow superlinearly. So the guarantee of a greedy solution on that layer being near-optimal [36] still holds.

To exploit this, we develop an EM-like iterative approach to approximate a greedy solution over all layers: we iteratively fix the subsets selected in other layers, and focus the current selection in a single layer. After sufficient iterations, our subsets converge to a fixed set. Algorithm[1] gives the complete steps.

Our algorithm is quite efficient. Whereas a naïve search would take more than 1B hours for our data with \( N = 150 \), our algorithm returns an approximate capsule in only 200 seconds. Most computation is devoted to computing the objective function, which requires topic model inference (see below). A naïve greedy approach on garments would require \( O(NT^4) \) time for \( m = 4 \) layers, while our iterative approach requires \( O(NT^5) \) time per iteration (details in Supp.). For our datasets, it requires just 5 iterations.

### 3.2. Style topic models for compatibility

Having defined the capsule selection objective and optimization, we now present our approach to model versatility (via \( P(z_i|o_j) \)) and compatibility \( c(o_j) \) simultaneously.

Prior work on compatibility takes a supervised approach. Ground truth compatible items (either by manual labels like curated sets of product images on Polyvore [29][36][39] or by using Amazon co-purchase data as a proxy [35][41][16]), a (usually discriminative) compatibility metric is trained. See Fig. [3]. However, the supervised strategy has weaknesses. First, items purchased at the same time can be a weak proxy for visual compatibility. Second, user-created sets often focus on the visualization of the collage, usually contain fewer than two main (non-accessory) pieces, and lack layers like hosiery. Third, sources like Amazon and Polyvore are limited to brands selected by vendors, a fraction of the wide variety of clothing people wear in real life. Fourth, obtaining the negative non-compatible examples re-

---

**Algorithm 1** Proposed iterative greedy algorithm for submodular maximization, where \( \text{obj}(y) := C(y) + V(y) \).

1: \( A_{IT} := \emptyset, \forall i \)
2: \( \Delta_{obj} := \varepsilon + 1 \)  \( \triangleright \) \( \varepsilon \) is the tolerance degree for convergence
3: \( \text{obj}^{m-1}_{prev} := 0 \)
4: while \( \Delta_{obj} \geq \varepsilon \) do
5:   for each layer \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, (m - 1) \) do
6:     \( A_{IT} := A_{\emptyset} := \emptyset \)  \( \triangleright \) Reset selected pieces in layer \( i \)
7:     \( \text{obj}^i_{cur} := 0 \)
8:   for each time step \( t = 1, 2, \ldots, T \) do
9:     \( y_{t-1} := A_{t-1} \times \prod_{i \neq t} A_{i} \)
10:    \( s_{t}^i := \arg\max_{s \in A_{i}} \delta_{s} \)  \( \triangleright \) Max increment
11:    where \( \delta_{s} := \text{obj}(y_{t-1} \cup s) - \text{obj}(y_{t-1}) \)
12:    \( A_{it} := s_{t}^i \cup A_{i(t-1)} \)  \( \triangleright \) Update layer \( i \)
13:    \( \text{obj}^i_{cur} := \text{obj}^i_{cur} + \delta_{s}^i \)
14:  end for
15: end for
16: \( \Delta_{obj} := \text{obj}^{m-1} - \text{obj}^{m-1}_{prev} \)
17: \( \text{obj}^{m-1}_{prev} := \text{obj}^{m-1} \)
18: end while
19: procedure INCREMENTAL ADDITION \( (y_{t} := y_{t-1} \cup s) \)
20:   \( y^s_{t} := s, s \in A_{i} \setminus A_{i(t-1)} \)
21:   for \( j \in \{1, \ldots, m\} \) do \( j \neq t \) do
22:     if \( A_{jt} \neq \emptyset \) then
23:       \( y^t_{j} := y^s_{t} \times A_{jt} \)
24:     end if
25:   end for
26: \( y_{t} := y_{t-1} \cup y^t_{t} \)
27: end procedure
quired by supervised discriminative methods is problematic. Previous work [16, 29, 39] generates negative examples by randomly swapping items in positive pairs, but there is no guarantee that the random combinations are true negatives. Not observing a pair of items together does not necessarily mean they do not go well together.

To address these issues, we propose a generative compatibility model that is learned from unlabeled images of people wearing outfits “in the wild” (Fig. 3 right). We explore a topic model—namely Correlated Topic Models (CTM) [26]—from text analysis. CTM is a Bayesian multinomial mixture model that supposes a small number of $K$ latent topics account for the distribution of observed words in any given document. It uses the following generative process for a corpus $D$ consisting of $M$ documents each of length $L_i$:

1. Choose $\eta_i \sim \mathcal{N}(\mu, \Sigma)$, where $i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$ and $\mu, \Sigma$ a $K$-dimensional mean and covariance matrix. 

$\theta_{ik} = \frac{e^{\eta_{ik}}}{\sum_k e^{\eta_{ik}}}$ maps $\eta_i$ to a simplex.

2. Choose $\varphi_k \sim \text{Dir}(\beta)$, where $k \in \{1, \ldots, K\}$ and $\text{Dir}(\beta)$ is the Dirichlet distribution with parameter $\beta$.

3. For each word indexed by $(i, j)$, where $j \in \{1, \ldots, L_i\}$, and $i \in \{1, \ldots, M\}$.

(a) Choose a topic $z_{i,j} \sim \text{Multinomial}(\theta_{i})$.

(b) Choose a word $x_{i,j} \sim \text{Multinomial}(\varphi_{z_{i,j}})$.

Only the word occurrences are observed. Following [17], we map textual topic models to visual ones: a “document” is an outfit, a “word” is an inferred visual attribute (e.g., floral, chiffon), and a “topic” is a style. The model discovers the compositions of visual cues (i.e., attributes) that characterize styles. A topic might capture plaid blue blouses, or tight leather skirts. Prior work [17] models styles with a Dirichlet prior, which treats topics within an image as independent. For compatibility, we find CTM’s logistic normal prior [26] beneficial to account for style correlations (e.g., a formal blazer is more likely to be combined with a skirt than sporty leggings).

CTM estimates the latent variables by maximizing the posterior distribution given a corpus $D$:

$$p(\theta, z|D, \mu, \Sigma, \beta) = \prod_{i=1}^{M} p(\theta_i|\mu, \Sigma) \prod_{j=1}^{L_i} p(z_{i,j}|\theta_i)p(x_{i,j}|z_{i,j}, \beta).$$

(6)

First we find the latent variables that fit assembled outfits on full-body images. Next, given an arbitrary combination of catalog pieces, we predict their attributes, and take the union of attributes on all pieces to form an outfit $o_j$. Finally we infer its compatibility by the likelihood:

$$c(o_j) := p(o_j|\mu, \Sigma, \beta).$$

(7)

Combinations similar to previously assembled outfits $D$ will have higher probability. For this generative model, no negative examples need to be contrived. The training pool should be outfits like those we want the model to emulate; we use full-body photos posted to a fashion website.

Given a database of unlabeled outfit images, we predict their attributes. Then we apply CTM to obtain a set of styles, where each style $k$ is an attribute distribution $\varphi_k$. Given an outfit $o_j$, CTM infers its style composition $\theta_{o_j} = [\theta_{o_1}, \ldots, \theta_{o_K}]$. Then we have:

$$P(z_i|o_j) := P(z_i|\theta_{o_j}) = \theta_{o_i,i},$$

(8)

which is used to compute our versatility coverage in Eq (4).

We personalize the styles emphasized for a user in Eq (5) as follows. Given a collection of outfits $\{o_{j1}, \ldots, o_{jc}\}$ owned by a user $p$, e.g., as shown in that user’s purchase history catalog photos or his/her album on a fashion website, we learn his/her style preference $\theta_p^{(user)}$ by aggregating all outfits $\theta_p^{(user)} = \frac{1}{c} \sum_j \theta_{o_j}$. Hence, a user’s personalized weight $w_i$ for each style $i$ is $\theta_p^{(user)}$.

Unlike previous work that uses supervision from human created matches or co-purchase information, our model is fully unsupervised. While we train attribute models on a disjoint pool of attribute labeled images, our topic model runs on “inferred” attributes, and annotators do not touch the images from which we learn compatibility.

### 3.3. Cross-domain attribute recognition

Finally, we describe our approach to infer cross-domain attributes on both catalog and outfit images.

**Vocabulary and data collection** Since fine-grained attributes are valuable for style, we build our vocabulary on the 195 attributes enumerated in [17]. Their dataset has attributes labeled only on outfit images, so we collect catalog images labeled with the same attribute vocabulary. To gather images, we use keyword search with the attribute name on Google, then manually prune those where the attribute is absent. This yields 100 to 300 positive training images per attribute, in total 12K images. (Details in Supp.)

**Curriculum learning from shop to street** Catalog images usually have a clear background, and are free of tricky lighting conditions and deformations from body pose. As a result, attributes are more readily recognizable in catalog images than full-body outfit images. We propose a two stage curriculum learning approach for cross domain attribute recognition. In the first stage, we finetune
a deep neural network, ResNet-50 [15] pretrained on ImageNet [7], for catalog attribute recognition. In the second stage, we first detect and crop images into upper and lower body instances, and then we finetune the network from the first stage for outfit attribute recognition. Evaluating on the validation split from the 19K image dataset [17], we see a significant 15% mAP improvement, especially on challenging attributes such as material and neckline, which are subtle or occupy a small region on outfit images.

4. Experiments

We first evaluate our compatibility estimation in isolation (Sec. 4.1). Then, we evaluate our algorithm’s capsule wardrobes, for both quality and efficiency (Sec. 4.2).

4.1. Compatibility

Dataset

Previous work [29, 39, 14] studying compatibility each collects a dataset from polyvore.com. Polyvore is a platform where fashion-conscious users create sets of clothing pieces that go well with each other. While these compatible sets are valuable supervision, as discussed above, collecting “incompatible” outfits is problematic. While our method uses no “incompatible” examples for training, to facilitate evaluation, we devise a more reliable mechanism to avoid false negatives. We collect 3,759 Polyvore outfits, composed of 7,478 pieces, each with meta-labels such as season (winter, spring, summer, fall), occasion (work, vacation), and function (date, hike). Tab. 1 summarizes the dataset breakdown. We exploit the meta-labels to generate incompatible outfits. For each compatible outfit, we generate an incompatible one by randomly swapping one piece to another piece in the same layer from an exclusive meta-label. For example, each winter (work) outfit will swap a piece with a summer (vacation) outfit. We use outfits that have at least 2 pieces from different layers as positives, and for each positive outfit, we generate 5 negatives. In total, our test set has 2,574 positives and 12,870 negatives. In short, by swapping with the guidance of meta-label, the negatives are more likely to be true negatives. See Supp. for examples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fall</th>
<th>winter</th>
<th>spring</th>
<th>summer</th>
<th>vacation</th>
<th>work</th>
<th>date</th>
<th>hike</th>
<th>total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>total sets</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>302</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>505</td>
<td>791</td>
<td>508</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 1 itm.</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>227</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>514</td>
<td>413</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 2 itm.</td>
<td>101</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>177</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>146</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Breakdown of our Polyvore dataset.

Baselines

We compare with two recent methods: i) MONOMER [16], an embedding trained using Amazon product co-purchase info as a proxy label for compatibility. Since Monomer predicts only pairwise scores between pieces, we average all pairwise scores to get an outfit’s total compatibility, following [14]. ii) BiLSTM [14], a sequential model trained on user-created sets from Polyvore to predict the held-out piece of a layer given pieces from other layers. The probability of the whole sequence is its compatibility metric. For both baselines, we use the authors’ provided code and their same training data sources.

Implementation

We collect 3,957 “in the wild” outfit images from chictopia.com to learn compatibility. We apply the cross domain curriculum learning (Sec. 3.3) to predict their attributes, then fit the topic model [5] (Sec. 3.2). Given an outfit consisting of Polyvore garment product images, we predict attributes per piece then pool them for the whole outfit, and infer the outfit’s compatibility. Since both Monomer [16] and BiLSTM [14] are designed to run on per-garment catalog images, training them on our full-body outfit dataset is not possible.

Results

Fig. 5 (left) compares our compatibility to alternative topic models. As one baseline, we extend the polylingual LDA (POLYLDA) style discovery [17] to compute compatibility with likelihood, analogous to our CTM-based approach. Among the three topic model variants, LDA performs worst. POLYLDA [17] learns styles across all body parts, and thus an outfit with incompatible pieces will be modeled by multiple topics, lowering its likelihood. However, PolyLDA is still ignorant of correlation between styles, and our model fares better.

Fig. 5 (right) compares our compatibility to Monomer [16] and BiLSTM [14]. Our model outperforms both existing techniques. Monomer assumes pairwise relations, but many outfits consist of more than two pieces; aggregating pairwise relations fails to accurately capture an
outfit’s compatibility as a whole. Like us, BiLSTM learns compatibility from only positives, yet we perform better. This supports our idea to learn compatibility from “in the wild” full body images.

Fig. 4 shows qualitative results of most and least compatible outfits scored by our model. Its most compatible outfits tend to include basic pieces—so-called staples—with neutral colors and low-key patterns or materials. Basic pieces go well with almost anything, making them strong compatibles. Our model picks up on the fact that people’s daily outfits usually consist of at least one such basic piece. Outfits we infer to be incompatible tend to have incongruous color palettes or mismatched fit/cut.

4.2. Capsule wardrobe creation

Having validated our compatibility module, we next evaluate our selection algorithm for capsule wardrobes. We consider two scenarios for likely use cases: i) Adding—given a seed outfit, optimize the pieces to add, augmenting the starter wardrobe; and ii) Personalizing—given a set of outfits the user likes/has worn/owns, optimize a new capsule from scratch to meet his/her taste.

Dataset To construct the pool of candidate pieces, we select \( N = 150 \) pieces each for the outer, upper, and lower layers and \( N = 50 \) for the one piece layer from the 7,478 pieces in the Polyvore data. The pool size represents the scale of a typical online clothing vendor. As seed outfits, we use those that have pieces in all outer, upper, lower layers, resulting in 759 seed outfits. We report results averaged over all 759 seed initializations. We consider capsules with \( T = 4 \) pieces in each of the \( m = 3 \) layers. This gives 12 pieces and 64 outfits per capsule.

Baselines The baselines try to find staples or prototypical pieces, while at the same time avoiding near duplicates. Specifically: i) MMR \([3]\): widely used function in information retrieval that strikes a balance between “relevance” and “diversity”, scoring items by \( \lambda \text{Rel} + (1 - \lambda) \text{Div} \). We use our model’s \( p(s|\mu, \Sigma, \beta) \) of a single piece \( s \) to measure MMR relevance, and the visual dissimilarity between selected pieces as diversity. ii) CLUSTER CENTERS: clusters the pieces in each layer to \( T \) clusters and then selects a representative piece from each cluster and layer. We cluster with \( k \)-medoids in the 2048-D feature space from the last layer of our catalog attribute CNN.

Table 2: Capsules scored by human-created gold standard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cluster Center</th>
<th>Compatibility ↓</th>
<th>Versatility ↑</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MMR-0.3</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR-0.5</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMR-0.7</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>2.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naive greedy</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td><strong>0.83</strong></td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6: Two example capsules created by different methods for the same seed outfits (shown offset to left). Titles show method and compatibility/versatility scores.
Table 3: Quality vs. run-time per capsule for naïve and iterative greedy maximization, compared to the true optimal solution. Here we run at toy scale ($N = 10$) so that optimal is tractable. Our iterative algorithm better approximates the optimal solution, yet is much faster. Run at a realistic scale ($N = 150$), optimal is intractable ($\sim 1B$ hours), while our algorithm takes only 200 sec.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Objective</th>
<th>Obj/Optimal Obj(%)</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Optimal</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>naïve greedy</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iterative</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

evance term helps increase its accuracy, as it includes more staples. However, an undesirable effect of MMR (hidden by these numbers) is that for a given $\lambda$ value, the capsules are almost always the same, independent of the initial seed outfit. This is due to MMR’s diversity term being vulnerable to outliers. Hence, while MMR outperforms our method on versatility, it fails to create capsules coherent with the seed wardrobe (see Fig. 6 bottom right). Clustering has acceptable compatibility, but low versatility (see Fig. 6 top right).

Personalized capsules Next we demonstrate our approach to tailor a capsule for a user’s taste. As a proof of concept, we select two users from chictopia.com and use 200 photos in their albums to learn the users’ style preference (see end of Sec. 3.2). All 7,478 pieces are treated as candidates. Fig. 7 shows the personalized capsules generated by our algorithm. User 1’s album suggests she prefers lady-like looks, and accordingly our algorithm creates a capsule with pastel colors and chiffon material. In contrast, user 2 prefers street, punk looks, and our algorithm creates a capsule with denim, leather material, and dark colors. See Supp. for a comparison to nearest neighbor image retrieval.

Iterative submodular vs. naïve greedy algorithm Next, we compare our iterative greedy algorithm—which properly accounts for the superlinear growth of capsules as garments are added—to a baseline greedy algorithm that naïvely employs submodular function maximization, ignoring the combinatorics of introducing each new garment. To verify that our iterative approach better approximates the optimal solution in practice, we create a toy experiment with $N = 10$ candidates and $T = 3$ selections per layer. We stress the scale of this experiment is limited only by the need to compute the true optimal solution. All algorithms create capsules from scratch. We run all methods on the same single Intel Xeon 2.66Ghz machine.

Table 5 shows the results. Our iterative algorithm achieves 87% of the optimal objective function value, a clear margin better than naïve at 76%. On the toy dataset, solving capsule wardrobes by brute force takes $\sim 2\times$ our run-time. Run at the realistic scale of our experiments above ($N = 150$) the brute force solution is intractable, $\sim 1B$ hours per capsule, but our solution takes only 200 sec.

Comparative human subject study How do humans perceive the gap between iterative and naïve greedy’s results? To analyze this, we perform a human perception study with 14 subjects. Since the data contains women’s clothing, all subjects are female, and they range in age from 20’s to 60’s. Using a Web form, we present 50 randomly sampled pairs of capsules (iterative vs. naïve greedy), displayed in random order per question. Then for each pair, the subjects must select which is better. See Supp. for interface. We use majority vote and weight by their confidence scores. Despite the fact that naïve greedy leverages the same compatibility and versatility functions, 59% of the time the subjects prefer our iterative algorithm’s capsules. This shows the impact of the proposed optimization.

5. Conclusion

Computer vision can play an increasing role in fashion applications, which are, after all, inherently visual. Our work explores capsule wardrobe generation. The proposed approach offers new insights in terms of both efficient optimization for combinatorial mix-and-match outfit selection, as well as generative learning of visual compatibility. Furthermore, we demonstrate that compatibility learned in the wild can successfully translate to clean product images via attributes and a simple curriculum learning method. Future work will explore ways to optimize attribute vocabularies for capsules.
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